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Job Specs 
550 Tons

’W x 94’L x 34’ H  
24 lines of SLE 

SPMT’s, 2 ppus, loading ramps, 
260 x 72 x 16 deck barge

Weight: 
Dimensions: 
Equipment Used: 

52

More modules for the Berard Team this month. This 550 ton module in 
Ingleside, Tx was loaded out onto a  using twenty 
four lines of SLE self propelled modular transporters with two powerpaks. 
Once again there were tough ground conditions and with the use of our steel 
plating, the  was able to navigate through the 
fabricators yard and into position for the loading onto the barge. Once there, 
the load was rolled onto the barge and secured for the remainder of it’s 
journey. 

260’ x 72’ x 16’ deck barge

’W x 94’L x 34’ H module52

The 
Module Loadout



Job Specs 
230 Tons each

’W x 45’L x 21’H 
12 lines of ESE 

SPMT’s, loading ramps and 
stands

Weight: 
Dimensions: 
Equipment Used: 

33

Berard recently transported these four cold boxes from a fabricator’s facility 
onto a 220’x60’x’14’ deck barge in New Iberia, Louisiana. Berard used 12 axle 
lines of Goldhofer PST-ESE transporters to complete the task. Each cold box 
was 45’ long, 33’ wide, and 21’ high, while weighing in at 230 tons. In addition 
to providing load-out services, Berard provided stands, mats, and securing as 
needed for safe waterway transit to Houston, Texas. The entire load-out 
operation was completed in one day. Another safe and successful day for the 
Berard Team!

Cold Boxes
Heading Out!



> Team Member Spotlight

> Birthdays @ Berard

Happy 
Birthday!
From The Berard Team

Berard sends our best Happy Birthday wishes
to these dedicated Team Members this month:

Michael  Forsythe  CADD Specialist

Joining the Berard Team as a Computer Aided Drafting and Design Specialist in May of 2011,  has been a well 
needed addition to our ever growing company. 

“When I reflect on my short time here at Berard Transportation, a quote by Confucius comes to mind: “Choose a job 
you love, and you will never have to work a day in your life.” Here at Berard, I get to test the limits of my ability 
whether it be working out a SPMT layout or creating spreadsheets that make everyone else’s job easier. Also, from 
top to bottom, every employee is more than willing to take time out of their busy schedule to educate me on the 
intricacies of the heavy hauling industry.” says Mike. 

Michael has been married to his wife Keenan for 20 years. They have three children, Prentice – 17, Mimi- 14, and 
Kolbe -7.
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